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At various points in my career I have resorted to the particular challenge of the small form in order
to realize as concretely as possible specific compositional problems. Each of the nine songs
comprising this work (with the sole exception of the concluding song, which deviates from the norm
in various ways) is considerably less than four minutes in length, and compresses material,
treatment and form into a notably compact energic unit. The piece is divided into three times three
subgroups: although not finally carried out into the last detail, my original intention was to reflect the
more ‘automatized’ end of the spectrum in the first piece in each group, the more ‘informal’ in the
second, and a relatively complex collision, interpenetration or interaction of both in the third. This
layout was to be further mirrored in the relationship of the three subgroups to each other, each one
primarily embodying one of the three defining generative categories. In the event, things inevitably
become more ambiguous: each movement has more or less clearly evident qualities characteristic
of both ends of the compositional/conceptual axis.

The instrumentation of each song is very specific: in the first group of three the oboe predominates
– most strikingly in the opening voice/oboe duet. In the second group, the flute assumes the
foreground, again announced by a duet with voice (Song 4). In the third group, it is the harpsichord
which is notably active, although ‘its’ duet falls in eighth, rather than seventh, place. Only Songs 5
and 9 specify the complete ensemble. Song 9 abandons the traditional vocal technique of earlier
movements in favour of the separate presentation of the text’s vowels and consonant components.
At the end, instead of recombining them, the text is spoken, no longer in any way synchronized
with the instrumental activity. Song 8 already anticipates this linguistic fracture, in that it contains two
independent texts which are cut through one another, not according to criteria of semantic
coherence, but rather at the prompting of the predetermined musical form. In order to avoid a
clichéd text interpretation, I deliberately composed the vocal lines prior to adding the textual
underlay (although naturally taking precise account of the text’s significance and internal structure).
The texts of Songs 1, 2 and 6 are by Ernst Meister, the remainder are specially written by Alrun Moll
at my request.
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